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Abstract
This paper studies reliability of probabilistic neighbor-aware gossip algorithms over three well-
known large-scale random topologies, namely Bernoulli (or Erdo˝s-Rényi) graph, the random geometric
graph, and the scale-free graph. We propose a new and simple algorithm which ensures higher reliability
at lower message complexity than the three families of gossip algorithms over every topology in our
study.
We also present a uniform approach to model the reliability of probabilistic gossip algorithms in
the different random graphs, whose properties, in fact, are quite different. In our model a forwarding
probability is derived with consideration of parameters in gossip algorithms and graph properties. Our
simulations show that our model gives a reasonable prediction of the trade-off between reliability and
message complexity for all probabilistic neighbor-aware gossip algorithms in various random networks.
Therefore, it allows to fine-tune the input parameters in the gossip protocols to achieve a desirable
reliability with tolerable message complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the past decades, information dissemination has become an essential issue in large-scale
networks, where a global view is often not available for distributed applications [14]. In order to
reach all sites, even without a direct connection, a source has to rely on other sites to successively
retransmit the message across the network. For example, in an RSS delivery system that is
considered reliable, an updated stream from any publisher should notify every site when the
dissemination ends.
A straightforward solution to this problem is using a pure flooding protocol [25], where upon
the first reception of a message, a site forwards it to all its neighbors. Evidently, sites with more
than two neighbors will receive many redundant copies of the message. It might even give rise
to a broadcast storm [34], which can easily reveal bottlenecks, entailing for instance network
congestion and message loss. The reliability is thus degraded.
Aiming to mitigate these drawbacks, many optimized gossip protocols have been proposed,
which require the sites of the system to relay a message only to some of their neighbors. The
retransmission scheme is either carried out in a deterministic or probabilistic way. The former
can provide high reliability, but its implementation is commonly very hard (i.e. in some schemes
it is proven to be NP-hard to reach the optimal performance) and requires more information
[30]. Probabilistic schemes stand out through their simplicity and scalability [17], [42], while
their reliability highly depends on the choice of scheme and pre-configured input parameters. In
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particular, probabilistic neighbor-aware gossip algorithms specify the parameters and forwarding
decision for every site with regard to the local view about their neighbors, which can leverage
the performance [24].
In this article, we study three basic probabilistic neighbor-aware gossip algorithms from the
literature: (1) Fixed Fanout Gossip (GossipFF) [26], (2) Probabilistic Edge Gossip (GossipPE)
[40], and (3) Probabilistic Inverse Self-degree Broadcast Gossip (GossipPISB) [9]. Furthermore,
we propose a reliable algorithm: Probabilistic Inverse Neighbor-degree Edge Gossip (Gossip-
PINE), which takes advantage of local information about sites in a one-hop neighborhood. In
terms of reliability, it performs better than the basic gossip algorithms over three widely-studied
random graphs: Bernoulli (or Erdo˝s-Rényi) graph (B (N, pN)) [11], the Random geometric graph
(G (N, ρ)) [4], [36], and a scale-free graph generated by Barabási-Albert model (S (N,m)) [3],
which respectively model peer-to-peer system overlays [26], wireless sensor networks [40], and
social networks [19].
We model the reliability as the probability of isolated site in a dissemination graph. We thus
describe both reliability and message complexity based on the forwarding probability between
neighbors. This forwarding probability can be adjusted to parameters in the gossip algorithms and
graph properties, like edge dependency and the preferential attachment in the Barabási-Albert
model. Our model is applied to all algorithms on every topology, and gives reasonable predictions
of trade-off between reliability and message complexity. To the best of our knowledge, it is the
first time that such a general model for the reliability of gossip algorithms is presented and
evaluated. Interestingly, we find that our algorithm GossipPINE is very simple to model and
not affected by more complex features of the random topology, such as edge dependency and
preferential attachment. Moreover, the message complexity needed to achieve high reliability of
GossipPINE only varies moderately over the different topologies. Contrarily, the reliability of the
other algorithms shows a significant variation from one topology to another. We therefore argue
that GossipPINE is easy to deploy even in the random networks, whose global characteristics
are unknown beforehand.
Our extensive simulations on top of OMNET++ [1] evaluate reliability of the studied al-
gorithms as well as latency, which is another important metric for information dissemination.
In comparison, our models mostly match the experiments, while the superior efficiency of our
algorithm is confirmed.
II. SYSTEM TOPOLOGIES
In the following, let |l| denote the size of the set l, and Pconnect (si ∼ sj) the probability that
a site si is connected to a site sj .
A network underlying a large-scale dissemination system can be viewed as a bidirectional or
undirected graph. It is comprised of N sites {s1, s2, · · · , sN}. The set of sites sj , connected to
si (i.e., si ∼ sj), is called si’s neighbors, and denoted Λi. Vi = |Λi| denotes the degree of si;
P (k) represents the degree distribution of sites with k neighbors (i.e., the fraction of sites with
degree k) in the graph and V¯ is the mean degree
(
V¯ =
∑N−1
k=0 P (k) · k
)
. Moreover, another
important property of the graph is defined as follows.
Edge Dependency (or Clustering Coefficient), denoted C of a given random graph, for
distinct sites si,sj ,sk, is the conditional probability that, given the existence of edges si ∼ sk
and sj ∼ sk, an edge si ∼ sj also exists (i.e., Pconnect (si ∼ sj|si ∼ sk, sj ∼ sk)).
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Our study consists of the following random topologies: Bernoulli (or Erdo˝s-Rényi) graph
B (N, pN) [11], the random geometric graph G (N, ρ) [36], and a scale-free graph S (N,m) [3].
These graphs model peer-to-peer system overlays in [26], wireless sensor networks in [21], and
social networks such as Facebook and Twitter in [8] respectively.
Bernoulli (or Erdo˝s-Rényi) graph: In B (N, pN) every pair of sites is connected with
probability pN , independent of other pairs. Based on [10], we suppose that pN >
(1+ε)·ln(N)
N
,
with a positive constant ε, aiming at having a giant component with N sites and Poisson-law
degree distribution P (k) = exp
(−V¯ ) V¯ k
k!
, where V¯ = pN · N . Since the existence of an edge
over B (N, pN) does not depend on other edges, C = Pconnect (si ∼ sj) = pN .
The random geometric graph: G (N, ρ) is a graph whose sites are positioned uniformly at
random in a bounded region. In this article, such a region is a rectangular plane with length
a and width b. Furthermore, two sites are connected, whenever the distance between them is
at most ρ. Based on [38], we can fine-tune ρ >
√
(1+ε)·ln(N)·a·b
N ·pi with a positive constant ε in
order to ensure that the graph is connected. When ignoring the impact of the border effect on
the degree distribution in G (N, ρ), it follows a Poisson-distribution [27]: Ps(k) = exp
(−V¯s) V¯skk!
with V¯s = N ·pi·ρ
2
a·b .
Nevertheless, we have observed in our simulations that the sites with low degrees near
the boundary have an important impact on reliability, which cannot be ignored. As shown in
[22], the degree distribution is P (k) = Ps(k)
(
(a−2ρ)(b−2ρ)
ab
+ 2aρ+(b−2ρ)ρ
ab
ψ(k)
)
where ψ(k) =∫ 1
0
exp
(−V¯s (F (x)− 1)) · F (x)kdx with F (x) := 1pi (x√1− x2 − arccos(x))+ 1. Trivially, the
mean degree can be calculated as V¯ =
∑N−1
k=1 P (k) · k.
In [5], the edge dependency is calculated as C = 0.5865.
Scale-free graph: S (N,m) is a random graph generated by the Barabási-Albert model [3].
Starting from a small clique of m0 sites, at every step a new site is added, and connected to
m (6 m0  N ) sites already present in the graph. The probability p that a new site will be
connected to an existing site is proportional to the degree of this site. This is called preferential
attachment. This process ensures that the graph is connected with a power-law degree distribution
approximately equal to P (k) = 2m(m+1)
k(k+1)(k+2)
, where k > m and V¯ = 2m [39]. In this network,
there are hub and periphery sites which have degree greater than 2m and between m and 2m
respectively.
In [18], the edge dependency is derived as C = m−1
8
(logN)2
N
, if N and m are large. Notice
that the edge dependency in S (N,m) is very low, almost in the same order as in B (N, pN).
III. GOSSIP ALGORITHMS
Information dissemination in large-scale network is commonly studied on the basis of Algo-
rithm 1. Initially, the source sends a message to all of its neighbors (Lines 2 and 3). A site
delivers and retransmits a received message provided the site has not previously received it;
otherwise the message is discarded. Sites that have received the message at least once are called
infected sites.
Probabilistic neighbor-aware gossip algorithms in the literature can be classified into three
families, based on their implementation of the Gossip() procedure: (1) Fixed Fanout Gossip
(GossipFF) [26], (2) Probabilistic Edge Gossip (GossipPE) [40], and (3) Probabilistic Inverse
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Algorithm 1: Generic Gossip Algorithm
Broadcast (〈msg〉)1
foreach sj ∈ Λi do2
Send(〈msg〉, sj)3
Receive (〈msg〉)4
if msg /∈ msgHistory then5
Deliver(〈msg〉) ;6
msgHistory ← msgHistory ∪7
{〈msg〉} ;
Gossip(〈msg〉,parameters) ;8
Algorithm 2: Fixed Fanout Gossip (at si)
/* fanout: number of selected9
neighbors */
GossipFF (〈msg〉,fanout)10
if fanout > Vi then11
toSend← Λi12
else13
toSend← ∅14
for f = 1 to fanout do15
random select sj ∈ Λi/toSend16
toSend← toSend⋃ sj17
foreach sj ∈ toSend do18
Send(〈msg〉, sj)19
Algorithm 3: Probabilistic Edge Gossip (at si)
/* pe: probability to use an20
edge */
GossipPE (〈msg〉,pe)21
foreach sj ∈ Λi do22
if Random() 6 pe then23
Send(〈msg〉, sj)24
Algorithm 4: Probabilistic Inverse Self-degree
Broadcast Gossip (at si)
/* cv: constant control for25
broadcast */
GossipPISB (〈msg〉,cv)26
if Random() 6 min{ cv
Vi
, 1} then27
foreach sj ∈ Λi do28
Send(〈msg〉, sj)29
Algorithm 5: Probabilistic Inverse Neighbor-
degree Edge Gossip (at si)
/* ce: constant control to use30
an edge */
GossipPINE (〈msg〉,ce)31
foreach sj ∈ Λi do32
if Random() 6 min{ ce
Vj
, 1} then33
Send(〈msg〉, sj)34
Self-degree Broadcast Gossip (GossipPISB) [9]. Besides the received message, the Gossip()
procedures takes one parameter which is identical for all sites.
In GossipFF (Algorithm 2), a site si sends msg to a fixed number of sites, denoted fanout,
in Λi, which are randomly selected (Lines 15-17). If fanout > Vi, si transmits msg to all its
neighbors (Lines 11 and 12). For fanout > max {V1, V2, · · ·VN}, Algorithm 2 becomes a pure
flooding algorithm.
In GossipPE (Algorithm 3), a site si chooses to send msg over an edge independently from
the other edges with a fixed probability pe (see Line 23). Note that when pe = 1, we obtain
the flooding algorithm. From Algorithm 3, Random() generates a random number in the interval
[0, 1].
In GossipPISB (Algorithm 4), every site except the source diffuses msg to all its neighbors in-
dependently with probability min{ cv
Vi
, 1} (see Line 27). In particular, when cv > max {V1, V2, · · · , VN}
this protocol is the flooding algorithm.
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Our Algorithm - GossipPINE: The idea behind our algorithm is to forward the message
with higher probability towards sites with low degree. This ensures that sites with very low
degree are infected, if one of their neighbors is infected. On the other hand, fewer redundant
message copies are received at the sites with high degree. This will be analyzed in Sections V
and VI.
Algorithm 5 shows our Probabilistic Inverse Neighbor-degree Edge Gossip, denoted Gossip-
PINE. We assume that every site knows the degree of its neighbors. Like GossipPISB, site si
randomly chooses its edges over which msg should be transmitted. However, the probability to
send on one edge depends on the degree of the connected neighbor (see Line 33).
IV. PERFORMANCE METRICS
In the context of information dissemination, the following metrics are commonly used for
performance evaluation [13], [26], [29], [31] :
Message Complexity, denoted M measures the mean number of messages received (or sent,
since no message loss is taken into account) by each site. The Message Complexity is given by
M = Ω
N−1 where Ω is the total number of messages exchanged during the dissemination.
Reliability, denoted R is defined as the percentage of messages generated by a source, that are
delivered by all sites. A reliability value of 100% indicates that the algorithm successfully delivers
any given message to all sites, ensuring atomicity similar to the pure flooding algorithm [26].
Latency, denoted L measures the number of hops required to deliver a message to all
recipients, i.e., the number of hops of the longest path among all the shortest paths from the
source to all other sites that have received the message.
V. RELIABILITY MODELING
In this section, we model the reliability by analyzing isolated sites in a dissemination graph. We
introduce the forwarding probability pforw to uniformly describe retransmission behavior of the
different gossip algorithms. According to [23], the message complexity can be easily calculated
as function of pforw. The latter depends on the parameters of gossip algorithm and the random
topologies’ characteristic properties, such as high edge dependency or preferential attachment.
In Section VI, we access the accuracy of our model and use it to explain our simulation results.
While modeling the reliability of gossip algorithms, we are indifferent to how and when a site
is infected. We are only interested, if a site is infected by the end of dissemination. We therefore
exploit a dissemination graph as follows for modeling the reliability.
Given a graph G = (S;E), and a source site s0, the probabilistic neighbor-aware gossip
algorithms follow the same principle: when a new message arrives at a site, this site chooses
a subset (possibly empty) of its neighbors in G and forwards the message to these neighbors.
We therefore assume, that every site selects a set of neighbors to receive the message in an
initial phase. We thus obtain a directed graph
−→
G = (S;
−→
E ) with sites identical to G. For an
edge (si ∼ sj) ∈ E, the arc −−→sisj is a part of −→G , if si has selected sj in the initial phase. We
call
−→
G Dissemination Graph. Then, a site si is infected during dissemination, if there is a path
from s0 to si in
−→
G . Furthermore, if every site receives the message, the number of arcs in
−→
G
expresses the message complexity.
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We call a site isolated in the dissemination graph, if it has no incoming arcs. Trivially, an
isolated site is not infected by a given gossip algorithm. We call the probability that an edge in
E becomes an arc towards one site in S the forwarding probability, denoted pforw.
We assume as a precondition that the random network G = (S;E) is connected. Thus, any
message will reach all sites by pure flooding. We model the reliability as the probability 1−Piso
that no site is isolated in the dissemination graph. Hence, for a random topology with N sites
and degree distribution P (k) we model the probability R as
R ≈ 1− Piso =
N−1∏
i=1
(
1− (1− pforw(i))i
)P (i)·N (1)
where pforw(i) denotes the probability that a site of degree i has an incoming arc from a neighbor.
Our evaluation shows that this equation provides an accurate estimate for the reliability and that,
due to the degree aware forwarding probability pforw(i), it is applicable to all algorithms and
topologies in our study. It is especially suited to predict how reliability differs amongst the
studied gossip algorithms and which is more or less reliable at a message complexity that can
be obtained by
M =
N−1∑
k=1
P (k) · k · pforw(k) (2)
when relatively high reliability is reached [23]. Evidently, the increase of pforw(k) can result in
the growth of both reliability and message complexity.
Our model, as presented in Equation (1), assumes that different sites are isolated independently.
This holds for GossipPE, GossipPINE. It does not hold for GossipFF and GossipPISB, where
the events −−→sisj ∈ −→E and −−→sisk ∈ −→E are not independent. Whether si sends to neighbor sj is
influenced, if si sends to sk. However, we are mainly interested in relatively high values of
message complexity, which provide non-zero reliability. Previous studies [23] have shown that,
in these cases only single and widespread sites are isolated. It is thus reasonable to assume
independent isolation also for GossipFF and GossipPISB.
GossipFF allows a site to be selected in a neighbor’s forwarding list with a probability equal
to fanout divided by the neighbor’s degree. If fanout = cv, that is exactly what GossipPISB
does. Thereby, their forwarding probability are identical (pFFforw = p
PISB
forw = p
Duo
forw ) and Equation (1)
only gives one model for the two algorithms. Our evaluation shows that on topologies where
Equation (1) accurately models the Reliability of GossipPISB, this reliability is equal to that
of GossipFF.
A. Isolated Sites
In the following, we argue why and when the reliability can be modeled as the probability of
an isolated site, as done in Equation (1). In [6], this is shown for large Bernoulli graphs and a
dissemination model, encompassing GossipPE, GossipPISB, and GossipFF.
If a site si is isolated in the dissemination graph
−→
G = (S;
−→
E ), then there exists a cut set B
of edges in E, separating si and the source site s0, such that for any edge (x ∼ y) in B where
x is a part of the component containing s0, −→xy is not a part of −→E . If B is minimal, we call
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B a border. The sites adjacent to B which are part of the component containing s0 are called
border-sites.
Let PB denote the probability that
−→
G contains a border. Clearly R = 1−PB. Theorem 1 shows
that, if a border of size smaller than k forms with non-zero probability, then this probability
dominates PB. For GossipPE, we can choose k equal to the smallest degree of a site. For
GossipFF, GossipPISB, and GossipPINE with high message complexity, borders between sites
with low degree cannot form. Then, it can be necessary to choose a larger k.
Theorem 1. Let P[B<k] denote the probability that a border B with size |B| < k exists. If
P[B<k] > 0 for all values of M < V¯ , then limM→V¯
PB
P[B<k]
= 1
If P[iso<k] is the probability, that a site with degree smaller than k is isolated, clearly R =
(1− PB) 6 (1− P[B<k]) 6 (1− P[iso<k]) holds. Based on Theorem 1 we can assume 1− PB ≈
1 − P[B<k]. On a topology with small clustering coefficient, we can further assume that all
small borders are isolating single sites, thus 1− P[B<k] ≈ 1− P[iso<k]. Since R 6 (1− Piso) 6
(1− P[iso<k]) and R ≈ (1− P[iso<k]) the approximation in Equation (1) holds. Our model thus
gives an exact estimate for the reliability on B (N, pN) and S (N,m) with insignificant clustering
coefficient. For G (N, ρ), the inequalities above imply that our model slightly overestimates the
reliability, since some small borders are not considered. This phenomenon will be discussed in
Section VI. However, as proven in [37] in a Geometric Graph of high density, the probability
that a site does not belong to a giant component is dominated by the probability of the site to
be isolated. We aspire in our future work to adapt this result to a directional graph, proving that
our model is also a good approximation on G (N, ρ).
B. Forwarding Probability
In this section, we will deduce the forwarding probability pDuoforw for GossipFF and GossipPISB
depending on the neighbors’ degree, whereas we can trivially have pPEforw = pe and p
PINE
forw (k) =
min{ ce
k
, 1} for GossipPE and GossipPINE respectively on all topologies. Due to the lack of
space here, their proofs are shown in Appendix A.
Lemma 2. In B (N, pN) if fanout = cv = cDuo, we have pDuoforw (k) =
∑
k<N−1
P (k)·min{cDuo,k}
V¯
.
In G (N, ρ), before calculating pDuoforw we have to express the dependency of neighbors’ degrees.
Lemma 3 studies the mean degree of st, given the degree of its neighbor si, ignoring the border
effect of the rectangular plane.
Lemma 3. In G (N, ρ), given a site si with degree Vi, the average degree of a neighbor of Vi is
given as: NeighD = 1 + (Vi− 1) ·C + (V¯s− 1) · (1−C) where V¯s = N ·pi·ρ2a·b is the mean degree
of the graph when the border effect of the rectangular region is not taken into account.
Similar to Lemma 2, with Lemma 3 we can derive pDuoforw (k) = min{
∑
k<N−1
P (k)·min{cDuo,k}
1+(k−1)·C+(V¯s−1)·(1−C) , 1},
if fanout = ce = cDuo.
In the scale-free graph S (N,m), generated by the Barabási-Albert model, the edge dependency
is very low. Therefore, as argued in Section V-A, it is sound to consider merely the borders that
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single isolated sites compose and apply Equation (1). However, on account of the preferential
attachment (see Section II), the degree of two adjacent sites in S (N,m) is dependent. For
example, a site with degree m is never connected to another site with the same degree. Lemma
4 shows the mean degree of neighbors of a site whose degree is m in the graph.
Lemma 4. In S (N,m), the mean degree of sites that are adjacent to a site with degree m is
given by: (NeighD + 1)
N∑
s=m0+1
(Ns )
1/2 N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N
(m+2)
where NeighD =
N−1∑
k=m
k(m+1)
(k+1)(k+2)
.
We can also study a site with higher degree, for instance m+1 in the same way. Nevertheless,
this will become more complex, since it should take into account not only the moment when the
site joined to the system, but also another moment when another site connects to it. We should
point out that the isolation effect brought by sites with degree m dominates the total isolation
probability for both GossipFF and GossipPINE.
Interestingly, we can observe that due to the preferential attachment behavior, a site with low
degree has neighbors whose mean degree is higher than the average. For example, given a graph
S (N,m) with N = 1000 and m = 7, while the average degree amongst an arbitrary site’s
neighbors is 37, the neighbors of a site with degree m(= 7) have, in regard to Lemma 4, the
mean degree 43.
Furthermore, GossipFF and GossipPISB have message retransmission probability that is in-
versely proportional to the degree of the forwarder. Intuitively, the message reception probability
in a site with degree m from an adjacent site is thereby smaller than the constant probability
pe of GossipPE with the same message complexity. The probability that a site with degree m
receives the message from one neighbor is given by Lemma 5.
Lemma 5. In S (N,m), for GossipFF and GossipPISB, the probability that one neighbor of
a site si with degree m forwards the message to si is given by: pDuoforw (m) =
bϕ/Facc∑
k=m+1
m+1
k(k+1)
+
N−1∑
k>ϕ/Fac
ϕ(m+1)
k2(k+1)Fac
and Fac :=
N∑
s=m0
(Ns )
1/2 N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N
(m+2)
where for GossipFF, ϕ = min{fanout,m}
and for GossipPISB, ϕ = min{cv,m}.
Therefore, for GossipFF and GossipPISB we restrict Equation (1) to the sites whose degree
is m and model the reliability as
(1− (1− pforw)m)p(m)·N (3)
Note that, as we have shown above, sites with degree m have neighbors with high degree.
Thereby, the probability for a site whose degree is m to be isolated is larger than 0 even
when a great message complexity is entailed. Hence, Theorem 1 is applicable to GossipFF and
GossipPISB in S (N,m) with k = m. Therefore, Equation (3) gives a good approximate for
these algorithms.
The numerical results of our modeling will be addressed along with our simulation in Section
VI. We can find our gossip algorithm GossipPINE substantially more reliable than the others.
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the metrics that are defined in Section IV. We simulate every prob-
abilistic neighbor-aware gossip algorithm described in Sections III over the random topologies
presented in Section II. Our simulations are conducted on top of OMNET++.
We also compare the results, obtained by our reliability modeling, with our simulation. We
can observe that in terms of reliability our algorithm outperforms the other gossip algorithms
while, in particular, its reliability is even higher in S (N,m) than in the other random topologies.
Furthermore, our reliability modeling presents a good estimate, which establishes the relation
between the input parameters for a gossip algorithm and a required reliability.
TOPOLOGY PARAMETERS
B (N, pN ) pN = 0.014
G (N, ρ) a = 7500, b = 3000, ρ = 330
S (N,m) m0 = 9 (m0 − clique), m = 7
Table I
TOPOLOGY PARAMETERS
We consider a network composed of N = 1000 sites
and, in order to ensure connectivity, ε = 1 for B (N, pN)
and G (N, ρ). Since we aim at having almost the same
mean degree for all topologies (V¯ ≈ 14.0), the topology
parameters were chosen as shown in Table I:
For each gossip algorithm, we fixed the parameter values to reach a given message complexity
M , using the method introduced in [23], and then evaluated the reliability and the latency of
the algorithm. 200 different messages are generated by 200 different sources that are chosen
uniformly amongst 1000 sites over 50 different graphs for each of the topologies. Then, the results
for each message complexity are averaged by the 200× 50 = 10000 message disseminations.
The results are plotted in Figure 1, where the models for GossipPINE and GossipPE are
called ModelPINE and ModelPE respectively. As explained in Section V, our model produces
the same result for GossipFF and GossipPISB, depicted as ModelFF. For a given pforw, we can
theoretically have both the reliability by our model and the message complexity M shown in
Equation (2).
As a matter of fact, the topology parameters can be configured with other values, while
similar results are obtained, which verifies our modeling and the best reliability of our algorithm
GossipPINE. Due to lack of space in our paper, we do not give exhaustive presentation.
Reliability in B (N, pN). In Figure 1(a), we observe that GossipPINE outperforms the other
algorithms. Compared to the other algorithms that show equivalent performance, GossipPINE
achieves the same reliability with roughly 2 fewer messages per site, in accordance with our
model.
As a matter of fact, GossipPINE increases the message reception in sites with low degree,
which are the most susceptible sites to be isolated in the dissemination graph. On the other
hand, it decreases redundant message copies in sites with high degree, which reduces message
complexity.
Reliability in G (N, ρ). GossipPINE also exhibits the best performance in Figure 1(b). Dif-
ferent from B (N, pN), the message complexity that is required to achieve high reliability for
the other algorithms varies significantly. Thus, GossipPE now is far less reliable than the other
algorithms. Compared with B (N, pN), the boundaries of the rectangular field compose a large
number of sites with small degree in G (N, ρ) (see Section II). These sites are easily isolated in
GossipPE.
As shown in Lemma 3, in G (N, ρ) sites with low degree are very likely to be clustered together
near the boundaries. This effect is further reinforced by the border of the rectangular region,
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(b) In G (N, ρ)
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(c) In S (N,m)
Figure 1. Reliability comparison of gossip algorithms
where many sites with low degree lie. GossipFF and GossipPISB leverage this clustering, so that
the forwarding probability pDuoforw (i) for small i is larger than p
PE
forw. They thus avoid isolating sites
in a cluster with low degree and achieve higher reliability than GossipPE. Since sites with low
degree build clusters, G (N, ρ) has significantly many small borders that do not isolate a single
site, but a group of sites with low degree. The probability for these borders is not included in
our model.
The results of our modeling and simulation are compared in Figure 1(b). As predicted in
Section V-A our model overestimates the reliability for GossipPE and GossipPISB. However,
the predictions for GossipPE is still quite accurate. The reliability of GossipFF is underestimated,
because sites with small degree are often clustered together. Isolation of these sites is not
independent, as assumed in Equation (1). The remarkable divergence between GossipPISB and
ModelFF is brought by the high probability for the message to stay within one cluster. The same
effect was observed for site percolation in [23]. Note that the probability for a specific border
differs in GossipFF and GossipPISB, if the number of border sites is smaller than the number
of edges.
Finally, it is worth pointing out that in GossipPINE the probability for a message to be spread
out of a cluster with high degree sites and into a cluster with low degree sites is larger than in
GossipPISB and GossipPE. As expected, GossipPINE is also accurately described by our model.
Reliability in S (N,m). The higher reliability of our algorithm is especially significant for
S (N,m) (see Figure 1(c)). It performs even better in S (N,m) than on the other topologies.
GossipFF and GossipPISB perform worst, on account of their poor exploitation of hubs. More
precisely, a site with low degree is more probably connected to a hub due to the preferential
attachment. As proven by Lemma 4, the neighbors of sites with low degree have a degree
above average. Since hubs have a lower forwarding probability in GossipFF and GossipPISB
the probability to isolate sites with low degree is higher than in the other algorithms. In our
experimental setup, approximately 222 sites have the lowest degree 7. Calculating the isolation
probability for only these sites, as done for ModelFF, using Equation (3), already gives a
reasonable estimate. The reliability for GossipFF and GossipPISB is identical, verifying the
correctness of their interchangeable reliability modeling. GossipPINE and GossipPE are precisely
modeled by Equation (1).
Latency: An efficient gossip algorithm should not only maximize reliability but also mini-
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mize latency. We did record the latency during our simulations and verified that in B (N, pN)
and G (N, ρ) latency of the different algorithms for the same message complexity differs only
little, whereas GossipPINE shows the smaller latency. In S (N,m) there exist some values
for message complexity, where GossipPINE has a significantly smaller latency than GossipFF
and GossipPISB. However, for just single values, GossipPE shows even a smaller latency than
GossipPINE, while this difference of 0.5% is insignificant. Results are addressed in Appendix A.
VII. RELATED WORK
Reliable information dissemination is essential for distributed systems and applications, where
it is hard to obtain a global view of the network. Thereby, many existing works aim at proposing
gossip algorithms with high reliability at as little message complexity as possible, exploiting
a one-hop neighborhood information in every site. A reliability model is thus necessary to
compare different algorithms and show how to fix input parameters for the gossip algorithms.
An evaluation similar to the ours was done in [23], but without regarding GossipPINE and
offering no theoretical analysis.
A reliability model for GossipFF is established in [26] over peer-to-peer systems by using
random graph theory [10], while this model explains a fanout adaptive protocol in [15] for a
heterogeneous network. The reliability is also analyzed by Markov Chain model in [12] over a
complete graph, whereas a stochastic model is tailored in [31] to adapt ad-hoc network. However,
the models applied in this work do not extend to more general situations, such as our algorithm
GossipPINE that is more efficient than GossipFF on every random topology in our study.
In [20], bond percolation and site percolation are studied in random graphs. The former
matches GossipPE, which never reaches a worse reliability than a probabilistic broadcast algo-
rithm in [21] that is modeled by the latter, as shown in [40]. Nevertheless, unlike our reliability
model, it cannot explain how to fine-tune the parameter in a gossip algorithm to reach a desirable
reliability, nor does the result extend to other gossip algorithms.
A modified version of GossipPE is analyzed over B (N, pN) and S (N,m) by a model proposed
in [33], which generalizes two common models: The Maki-Thompson model [32] and the
Susceptible-Infected-Removed model. The impact of degree distribution on information spreading
is addressed, while they did not discuss the edge dependency, which cannot be neglected for
instance in G (N, ρ).
In [41], the authors proposed a neighbor degree-based algorithm, where the transmission
probability towards each neighbor of a site is reversely related to the minimum value of its degree
and that of its neighbors. Their algorithm is thus a combination of the algorithms GossipPISB
and GossipPINE studied by us. They theoretically evaluate its reliability, which is confirmed by
simulations in B (N, pN) and a scale-free network without preferential attachment. Nonetheless,
we showed that GossipPISB gives a poor reliability in a graph with preferential attachment and
is difficult to model in graphs with dependency on neighbor’s degree. Furthermore, our algorithm
GossipPINE stands out by its simplicity, that makes it both easy to model and deploy. In [7],
the authors also specify forwarding probability of a site in ad-hoc networks as function of both
its degree and the mean degree of its neighbors, while the reliability is heuristically studied.
The Smart Gossip protocol in [28] being aware of edge dependency constructs local relationship
trees in two-hop neighborhoods, which allows to decide an optimum forwarding probability.
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Maintenance of the relationship tree is required. In comparison, our algorithm is efficient and
very simple to apply in every network.
The authors distinguish all sites by four levels in [2]. Then, the probability in each level is
reversely adapted to the number of levels predefined in sensor network. This ensures that sites in
a sparse density area retransmit the message with a higher probability. However, as we analyzed,
for S (N,m) such an idea is not suitable at all, since the hubs’ dissemination power is restricted.
In order to obtain 100% of reliability, some protocols add a pull phase in [16] or exploit specific
random graph properties of S (N,m) [24]. Even so, the pull phase is difficult to implement [26],
while hubs and the preferential attachment do not exist in the random graphs B (N, pN) and
G (N, ρ).
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this article, we have proposed a new algorithm and a model for the reliability of neighbor-
aware gossip algorithms in random networks. Our model accurately predicts the reliability of
different algorithms over various random topologies as shown by our simulations.
Our algorithm GossipPINE outperforms three common gossip algorithms in every random
graph in terms of reliability. This is confirmed both by our model and simulations. Furthermore,
we have shown that the reliability of GossipPINE does not depend on more complex properties
of the topology, such as the dependency between the degrees of adjacent sites. It is therefore
applicable even in networks, whose global characteristics can only be estimated.
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APPENDIX
Theorem 1. Let P[B<k] denote the probability that a border B with size |B| < k exists. If
P[B<k] > 0 for all values of M < V¯ , then
lim
M→V¯
PB
P[B<k]
= 1.
Proof. For GossipPE, we consider M → V¯ . Thereby, pe → 1 and we denote q for 1− pe. Let
B∩[B < k]c describe the event that there is a border but no border with size smaller than k. Since
PB = PB∩[B<k]c + P[B<k], it is enough to show that
PB∩[B<k]c
P[B<k]
tends to zero. Since P[B<k] > 0,
there exists a possible border Bi with |Bi| < k, and PB∩[B<k]cP[B<k] 6
P[B>k]
P[B<k]
6 P[B>k]
PBi
6 P[B>k]
qk−1 . We
denote P[B>k] the sum over all possible dissemination graphs with a border whose size is at least
k, which are denoted
−→
GB. Therefore, P[B>k] =
∑
−→
GB
pieq
j . Since all graphs
−→
GB have at least k arcs
that are not used, and pe = 1−q, we can find a polynomial Q, such that P[B>k] = qkQ(q). Thus,
limq→0
qkQ(q)
qk−1 = 0.
When choosing the border Bi with size smaller than k, we have to make sure that PBi > 0
for all M < V¯ . The theorem follows for the rest of the gossip algorithms, since for any border
Bj with size k or larger, PBj decreases faster than PBi .
Note that k will be quite large for GossipPINE, since the degree of a site isolated by a border
of size k has to be larger than ce.
Lemma 2. In B (N, pN) if fanout = cv = cDuo, we have
pDuoforw (k) =
∑
k<N−1
P (k) ·min {cDuo, k}
V¯
.
Proof. For GossipFF and GossipPISB, the forwarding probability to receive an arc from its
neighbor depends on the neighbor’s degree. Since B (N, pN) is an uncorrelated network [33],
the neighbors’ degree is independent of k. Thereby, the forwarding probability is simply the
probability for one arc to appear in
−→
G . For a site, according to [23] if fanout = cv = cDuo, then
N−1∑
k=1
P (k) ·min {cDuo, k} gives the message complexity or the average number of outgoing arcs
resulted from both gossip algorithms, while V¯ gives the average number of possible outgoing
arcs of the dissemination graph. Therefore, pDuoforw is the ratio between them.
Lemma 3. In G (N, ρ), given a site si with degree Vi, the average degree of a neighbor of Vi
is given as:
NeighD = 1 + (Vi − 1) · C + (V¯s − 1) · (1− C)
where V¯s = N ·pi·ρ
2
a·b is the mean degree of the graph when the border effect of the rectangular
region is not taken into account.
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Figure 2. Two kinds of neighbors
Proof. Figure 2 shows si, a neighbor st, and the retransmission zones (i.e., Disc(st), Disc(si)).
We call the overlapped part between two discs lune (i.e., Lune(si, st)). Let disc be the area
of Disc(st). Then, the average area of the lune is C · disc. Clearly, the density of sites inside
Disc(si), and also inside Lune(si, st) is Vidisc . If disc is small, we can assume that the density
outside Disc(si) is V¯disc . Therefore, st has
Vi
disc ·C ·disc neighbors in Lune(si, st), V¯disc ·(1−C)·disc
neighbors outside Lune(si, st), plus si.
Lemma 4. In S (N,m), the mean degree of sites that are adjacent to a site with degree m is
given by:
(NeighD + 1)
N∑
s=m0+1
(
N
s
)1/2 N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N
(m+2)
where NeighD =
N−1∑
k=m
k(m+1)
(k+1)(k+2)
.
Proof. For an arbitrary site si adjacent to site st in S (N,m), as shown in [24], the degree
distribution for st with degree k is
k·P (k)
2·m . Thus, the average degree amongst neighbors of si is
NeighD =
N−1∑
k=m
k2·P (k)
2·m =
N−1∑
k=m
k(m+1)
(k+1)(k+2)
.
Now consider a site si whose degree is Vi = m. According to the generation of S (N,m)
shown in Section II, the neighbors of si are only those chosen when si is added to the network.
Assume that si is the last site that comes to the graph. While si connects to a site whose
degree is k with probability k·p(k)
2·m , the average degree of sites adjacent to si is in turn increased
by one (i.e., NeighD + 1).
If we do not assume that si is the last added site, the mean degree of its neighbors is even
higher, since their degree might have increased by adding more sites to the system. It is shown
in [35] that when q sites are added to a graph S (N,m) with n sites, the average increase factor
of degree for any of the initial sites is given by
(
q+n
n
)1/2. In the following analysis, since the
total number of sites N is much larger than the size of initial cliques (N  m0), we ignore
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the initial m0 sites. Given a natural number s smaller than N , we call the sth site that is added
during the graph generation a site with age N − s.
Trivially, the probability that a site si with degree m has age N − s is the probability that no
younger site is connected to si. This is given by:
N∏
i>s
(1 − 1
2i
)m. Thereby, the probability for a
site to have both degree m and age N − s is
N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N/(m+2)
. Therefore, given a site with degree m,
the mean degree of its neighbors is:
(NeighD + 1)
N∑
s=m0+1
(
N
s
)1/2 N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N
(m+2)
.
Lemma 5. In S (N,m), for GossipFF and GossipPISB, the probability that one neighbor of a
site si with degree m forwards the message to si is given by:
pDuoforw (m) =
bϕ/Facc∑
k=m+1
m+ 1
k(k + 1)
+
N−1∑
k>ϕ/Fac
ϕ(m+ 1)
k2(k + 1)Fac
and
Fac :=
N∑
s=m0
(
N
s
)1/2 N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N
(m+2)
where for GossipFF, ϕ = min{fanout,m} and for GossipPISB, ϕ = min{cv,m}.
Proof. Let si be a site of degree m. Following Lemma 4, we can find the degree distribution
amongst si’s neighbors, which is their initial degree just before si joins the network, multiplied
by a factor which is as function of the age of si.
By analogy, the average of this age-factor is given by
Fac :=
N∑
s=1
(
N
s
)1/2 N∏
i>s
(1− 1
2i
)m
2N
(m+2)
Assuming that the initial degree distribution among neighbors of si is independent of si’s age,
we thus have the degree of every neighbor of s multiplied by factor Fac. Moreover, notice that
the probability for si to be connected to a site with initial degree k is 0 if k 6 m, and otherwise:
PNs−init(k) :=
(k − 1) · P (k − 1)
2m
=
m+ 1
k(k + 1)
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Then, given ϕ = min{fanout,m} for GossipFF and ϕ = min{cv,m} for GossipPISB, the
probability that a neighbor forwards the message to si can be approximated by
pDuoforw =
∑
k·Fac6ϕ
PNs−init(k) +
N−1∑
k·Fac>ϕ
ϕ
k · FacPNs−init(k)
where the first term represents the probability to receive the message from an adjacent site with
degree lower than ϕ, while the second gives the complementary case.
An efficient gossip algorithm should not only maximize reliability but also minimize latency
with low message complexity. We analyze the latency performance when the reliability reaches
at least 85%. Figures 3(a), 3(b), and 3(c) show the simulation results in B (N, pN), G (N, ρ), and
S (N,m) respectively.
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Figure 3. Latency comparison of gossip algorithms
Over all random topologies, after a given message complexity, latency does no longer decrease,
but converges towards the pure flooding approach (i.e., the shortest routes between the source
and the other sites), and therefore, towards the minimum latency.
In B (N, pN), the latency of our algorithm GossipPINE reaches the minimum value (i.e.,
4 hops) with the smallest message complexity amongst all gossip algorithms. However, the
difference is very small. A similar behavior of the latency curves is observed in G (N, ρ), except
that the minimum latency value lies around 22 hops, since the diameter of G (N, ρ) is greater
than that of B (N, pN).
For S (N,m), although the latency of all gossip algorithms converges to a smaller value than
for the previous networks, the performance difference becomes significant. It can be explained by
the exploitation of the dissemination potential of hubs. As a matter of fact, both GossipFF and
GossipPISB limit the dissemination power (i.e., the number of neighbors to receive the message
under the pure flooding) of sites with high degree, and thus discard numerous short-cut paths.
On the contrary, GossipPE best distributes such power to the sites whose degree is high, such
as hubs that are connected with high probability, which constitute the heart of the network [24].
GossipPINE sometimes fails to use the shortest path towards hubs. Thus, for example when
M = 10, our algorithm slightly under-performs GossipPE, which is 0.5% less effective. Even
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so, GossipPINE gains over 5% higher reliability than GossipPE at M = 10. Furthermore, for
M > 10.5, they show the same latency, while GossipPINE always proposes a better reliability.
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